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Summary

Virn¡al environment æchnology is expected to make a big impact on futu¡e training and simulation systems.

Direct stimulation of human senses (eyesight, auditory, tactile) and new paradigms for user input will improve
the realism of simulations and thereby the effectiveness of training systems. After briefly summarizing earlier
work done by TNO'FEL, a definition of virt¡¡al environment simulations is proposed, along with a classification
of various types of virn¡al environment (VE) systems. This classification then proves helpfrrl in assessing the
applicability of VE technology to trainers and simulators. Next, a prototype system for rraining target acquisition
and fuing procedures of the Stinger anti-aircrafr misile is described. This system is then compared with the.
existing Stinger training facility. Frnally, the conclusions from this work are drawn, and directions for future
resea¡ch and development activities at TNO-FEL are given.

I Introduction

1.1 Virtual environments: new technology for trainers and
simulators?

Considering the rec€nt developments in simr¡lator

æchnology, the last rwo years have been marked by a rapidly
growing interest for vi¡tual environment (VE) technology, also

known as 'virnral reality'. Although many publications have been

done on this subject, it is still veiled in wild fanusies and few
people know the current possibilities and impossibilities. In this
paper, we intend to discuss the applicability of this æchnology

for traine¡s and simulators.

1.2 Outline of the paper

The paper gives an overview of virtual envi¡onment

technology and its role in our research program conceming

trainers and simulators. To this end, we first describe in section 2
related work that is done by the TNO Physics and Electronics
Laboratory GNO-FEL) until now.

In section 3, virn¡al environment technology is defined. A
description is given of the structure of virtual environment

systems and the components it consists of. The last part of
section 3 gives a classification of virtual environments to provide
with means for general statements on applicability of the

technology.

Section 4 discusses the applicability of vir¡¡al environment

æchnology for trainers and simularors. Applicability of diffe¡ent

classes of vi¡tual environment systems is determined for several

types of trainers and simulators.

To illustraæ the use of virtual environment technology for
trainers and simulators, we built a sample vi¡tual environment
training system. It is described and evaluated in section 5.

Section 6 gives the conclusions of this paper and describes

future work we conside¡.

2 Earlier work by TNO-FEL

The TNO Physics and Elecuonics Laboratory has been

active on the subject of trainers and simulators for several years.

In addiúon to activities in the field of geometric modelling for
visualisation and computer aided instruction, most of the earlier

work consentraæd on image generation.

2.1 High Performance Computing philosophy

At the basis of our resea¡ch lies the assumption that High
Performance Computing (HPC) tasks like image generation can

only be done by systems that rely on parallel procæssing, We

successfirlly exploited the philosophy that high performance

system architectures should be based on a set of interconnect€d

general purpose microprocessors. By using general purpose

processors instead of dedicated hardware, system functionality is

determined by software. By using a flexible multiprocessor

architecture, the system performance can be set by using the right
number of processors. Although the main idea is that sysæm

functionality is implemenæd in softwa¡e, the system architecture

should be open enough to allow application specific hardwa¡e to
be added for certain frequently used low-level ñtnctions.
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2.2 Visual systems research

The High Performance Computing philosophy w¿¡s

exploited in the a¡ea of image generation for visual simulation.
This effort ¡esulted in a system architecture with flexible
functionaJity and performance. The strength of the system lies in
powerful hardware to provide for fast communication between
¿ur arbitrary number of general purpose processors and
communication to graphics devices, Softwa¡e was developed to
tum the system into a visual system capable of generating firlly
lextured and anti-aliased images for real-time visualisation with
simulation of weather conditions like fog and dusk. This research
has yielded basic technology and expert knowledge of
visualisation for trainers and simulators.

3 Virtual environment technology

3.1 Deflnition of a virtual environment
One of the problems of virtual envi¡onments is the question

of how things are named and how named things are defined. It is
quite difFrcult to get a clear understanding of what people mean
by 'virtual reality', 'a¡tificial reality', ,cyberspace', and ,vi¡tual

worlds'. Attempts to get things clarified were made by
Bricken l'2, Krueger3 and Rheingold4.

Inspired by Brickenl, we choose to talk about a virtta!
etrironment which is defined as a multi-dintensio¡al expericncc
tvhich is totally or partly contpttter generated and can be
accepted by the participan! as cognitively valid.

In this rather broad definition of the virtual envi¡onment
concept, the key idea is that in some way or another, the user,s

senses are fooled in such a way that a specific envi¡onment is

experienced. By making the experience realistic and cognitively
valid, the user becomes a participant of the simulation rather than
a distant user. All this is done by generating a multid.imensional
experience, i.e. stimulate as many human senses as possible. The
stimuü should result in a perception that coresponds to the
perception that the participant would have in the ¡eal counterpart
of the virtual environment.

Considering the definition of vi¡tual environment they are

not new at all. The classical flight simulator is also a virtual
environment. In high-end flight simulators, the human eye, ear
and body (via the modon base) receive computer generated

stimuü that create the experience of flying a plane. Thus, it is

exactly what is specifred by the definition.
Virtual environments as they are conside¡ed in the med.ia-

hype around 'virtual reatity' should therefore be conside¡ed as an

extension of the current vi¡tual envi¡onments. The extension was

nade possible because a number of new human inrcrface devices

became available at affo¡dable prices. The various technologies
used in virtual environment systems have existed for years, but it
is not until now that people put them together in a new way,

aiming at a multidimensional computer generated experience

that makes the user feel as a participant of the virtual

enuronment.

3.2 Structure of a virtual environment system

A vi¡tual environment as defined in the previous section

isn't necessa¡ily totally computer generated. On the contary, in
most of the virtual environments, stimuli fiom the real

environment or mock-ups complement the experience of the

participant. In general, a vi¡nlal environment consists of th¡ee

different parts, each making up part of the experience of the

participant: a computer generated enyironment, a physically

modelled envi¡onment and a real environment (see figure l).
These three parts of a virtual environment are described below.

Figure l. The three parts of a virtual environment.

3.2.1 Computer generated environment
Cur¡ent technology offers a number of means create a

computer generated multi-dimensional experience that is needed

in vi¡tual environments. ln general, the system that creates the
computer generated experience consists of th¡ee subsystems: a

sensor subsystem, a control subsystem and a actuato¡ subsystem.
Figure 2 shows these subsystems as part of the entire virtuaj
envrroment system.
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Figure 2. Stn¡cture of a virtual environment system.

In order to make the experience of the virtual envi¡onment

cognitively valid, the comPuter generaûed experience must adaPt

to the situation of the participant, the physically modelled

envi¡onment and the real environmenl For example, if the

participant moves his or her head, the visual sight that is

produced by the system must change. Therefore, we need to now

where the head is positioned. As another example, consid€r a

simulator which uses a scale-model of a tenain for the visual

sight simulation. In this system, a camera is used to sense the

physically modelled envi¡onment (the scale'model). This kind of

sensing is done by the sensor subsystem.

The control subsystem is a computer that computes what

the participant should experience. This subsystem maintains a

model of the vi¡tual environment. The model is updated by

simulation proæsses and by the information that comes from the

sensor subsystem. The control subsystem outputs signals that

describe the experience of the panicipant.

The actuator subsystem actually generates the computer

generated envi¡onment. Based on the output of the cont¡ol

subsystem, a number of actuators a¡e used to stimulate fhe senses

of the participant.

Sensor subsystent

Information on the real world must be acquired to

complement the virn¡al environment model with information that

is needed to generate a cognitively valid experience. Severa.l

sensors can be used to this end. Most frequently used sensors

are:

o leneral position sensors4,5

. hand position sensors6'7

. eye gaze direction sensorsS

. audio s€nsors including speech recognition

Conlrol subsYstent

The control subsystem is the heart of the vi¡tual

environment system. The main task of this subsystem is to

maintain a model of the virn¡al environment. For each object in

the virtual environment, this model contains a description of the

object and state info¡mation. The description can contain a

geometrical model of the object, visual characteristics, physical

cha¡acteristics, audio characteristics and many other attributes.

The state information can contain position, orientation,

acceleration, speed, contact with other objects, etc.

An enormous amount of computational power is required

to update the model of the virnlal environment. Updates are

issued by input from the sensor subsystem and by simulation

processes. The latær can be very complex and computationally

experisive tasks. ExamPles of these tasks are the physically

correct simulation of object behaviour (statics, dynamics'

interaction, deformation, etc.) and collision detection.

Actuator subsystent

The actuator subsystem handles the outPut side of the

virtual environment system and generates the actual experience

for the participant. It consists of a set of actuators, each

stimulating one of the human senses' It is in this a¡ea that a lot of

new developments take place. Actuator devices are rapidly

improved and costs are getting down' Below, most of the

existing actuators are lisæd:

. head mounted displays8

. simple audio reproduction devices

. 3D audio devices9

. tactile actuators integrated in gloveslO' lt

. force actuatorl2

3.2.2 Physically modelled environment

The physically modelled envi¡onment consists of physical

objects that are more ot less a duplicate of objects in the real

environment being simulaæd. These objects also create part of

the multi-dimensional experience of the virn¡al environment. For

example, part of a caÍ caî be duplicated to create a virtr¡al

environment for driving simulation.

3.2.3 Real environment

A virtual environment is not necessa¡ily totally artificial in

all aspects. The real environment in which a vi¡tual envi¡onment

system is placed can be used effectively in creating a realistic and

cognitively corect experience. The real environment often

generates stimuli for all human senses that can be used in the

virn¡al environment. For example the floor of the real

environment can be used to stimulate the tactile senses when
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simulating walking of the participant. This seems a bit trivial, but

it is important to recognise the real envi¡onment as a source of

stimuli that make up the final experience of the participant,

3.3 Classification of virtual environments

Viftal environments as defrned in section 3.1 include a

wide variety of systems. A classifications of these systems is

needed in o¡der to allow general statements on the applicability

for trainers and simulators to be made.
rWe propose a classification scheme of virtual environments

based on a rough quantification of the role of the three different

parts of a virtual environment: the computer generated

environment, the physically modelled environment and the real

environment (see figure l),
A virtual envi¡onment is classified by considering all stimuli

that create the multi-dimensional experience, and for each of the

three parts of the vi¡tual environment determining what

percentage of the stimuli is created by that part. For example, a

virtual envi¡onment could be build in which 607o of the stimuli is

computer generated, 107o origins from the physically modelled

environment and3oVo from the real envi¡onment. Figure 3 shows

the classification scheme. Note that only two percentages a¡e

needed to describe a specific environment, since the thi¡d can be

computed from this (the sum of the th¡ee must be 1007o).

A second main classification of vifual environments is a

division into soft and ha¡d environments. In the extreme case of

soft virtual environments, no physical models are used to

generate stimuli; whereas in strictly hard vi¡¡ual environment no

computer generated stimuli are used. Conectly speaking, the

latter is not a vi¡tual envi¡onment as we defined it in section 3.1,

since at least part of the vi¡tual environment must be comPuter

generated.

From this scheme, three extreme classes of virtual

environments follow. The first class, a computer generated

environment, is the ultimate form of a virn¡al environment: firlly

soft and immersive. The participant is totally cut of from the real

environment, and no physical mock-up objecs are used;

everything is computer generated.

The second class, augmented physical models, contains

ha¡d, immersive envi¡onments. In this class, most of the

environment is made up by physical models of objects that æe

used in the environment being simulated.

Virtual environments of the third class, augmented realities,

are mainly non-immersive, using a significant amount of stimuü

from the real envi¡onment, complemented with soft and ha¡d

elements. In this class, the real environment is effectively

augmented with synthetic elemenß to create the experience of a

vi¡tual environment.

The th¡ee classes described above are extreme examples.

Practically, a virnral environment will be somewhere in-between

the three extremes. However, thinking in terms of immersive

versus non-immersive envhonments and soft versus hard virtual

envi¡onments provides good means for generic conception of

virtual environments.

Yirtual environments for training and simulation

One of the first organisations that has made a signiñcant

cont¡ibution to vi¡tual environment research is NASA. Since

1984, a numþr of groundbreaking projects have þen conducted

at NASA Ames Resea¡ch Centre. The most important aim of this

work was to develop generic, multimodal interfaces, allowing

operators to accomplish complex tasks in a natural wa/.
An important aim of trainers and simulators is to help

people prepare for the performance of complex tasks. Trainers

and simulators are therefore also important potential applications

for virtual environment technology. Training is an educational

activity that depends to a large extent on participation. The use

of virtual environments can dramatically increase the sense of
participation in a training situation or simulation, and as a resuit

improve training effectiveness, The applicability of virtual

environment technology for training and simulation systems is by

no means a matter of course. A useful classification of taining
systems is the foUowingl3;

percenlsgo phyglcally
mod6llod gnvlronmenl sllmull

non-lmmersive
1007.

Figure 3. Classification scheme for virtual environments.

The classification scheme shows that virtual environments

are in-berween fuUy immersive and ñrlly non'immersive. In

immersive virtual environments, the participant is cut off from

the real environment. Visually, this is done by wearing an oPaque

HMD. Considering audio, it is done by wearing a sound-isolated

headphone, or using a sound-isolated room. Note that it is

practically impossible to cut off all stimuli from the real

environment: it is difficult to switch off gravity, o¡ to disable the

haptic stimuli generated by standing on a floor or sitting on a

chair.
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. basic prìnciples (CAI-like sysrems)

r procedures(partiallysimulatedenvironment)

. fr¡ll mission (ñrll replica of environment)

Although this may be too coarse a subdivision, it at least

indicates that trainers and simulaton vary in complexity from

simple, desk-top Computer Aided Instruction (CAI) systems to
full replicas of operating environments using ñrll scale mock-ups,

fi¡nctional control desks, motion plaüorms, etc.

Adding vi¡tual environment technology to basic principles

trainers would certainly be feasible at the momenl All classes of
vi¡tual envi¡onments could be applied here, However, the use of
virtual envi¡onment technology may be "overkill". Using

conventional CAI systems usually is a very cost-effective way of
gaining a certain minimum level of educational experience.

Adding very expensive vi¡tual environment technology to such a

syst€m would probably be an excellent example of the law of
diminishing r€turns. With the advent of much cheapcr vi¡tual
envi¡onment æchnology, the balance may change however.

The amount of detail required in full mission simulators at

the moment poses large problems for the use of virtr¡al

environment technology. Specifically, frrlly immenive, soft

virn¡al envi¡onments are ha¡d to use for this kind of trainers. For
instance, the generation of high resolution tactile feedback is

necessary for the realistic simulation of control panels. Another,
more ñ¡ndamental problem is the simulation of motion cues

which at the moment requires very complex and expensive

machinery. And what to ttrink of the simulation of micro gravity

environments for space applications? For these reasons, we
believe that environments for full mission simulators will
probably never be completely computer generated.

More opportunities for full mission simulators exist for
mixed virtual environments, which use 'non-immersive' and 'hard'

elements. Real environment and physically modelled

environments can ofren effectively be used to avoid the problems

mentioned above. In this context, see-th¡ough HMD's wil be

very useful.

It is our opinion that virtual environment technotogy will
be especially usefr¡l in the "grey" a¡ea in-between the two
extremes. In the near future, simple tactile feedback devices will
be helpñrl in eliminating the requirement for physical models of
simple control desks, such as those used in part task trainers.

Also, the use of see-through display devices will help in getting
rid of detailed physical models replacing them with "blanks" that
are overlaid with computer generated imagery. Thus, there will
be a tendency to more i¡nmersive and soft vi¡tual environments.

Of course, a certain amount of ¡esea¡ch into a number of
problems with this approach is still necessary.

In the next section, an example will be presented of a

procedures trainer, that we hope will illustrate the potential for
the use of virtual environment technology for this kind of system.

5 A Sample Virtual Environment for Dometype

Trainers

In this section we will describe an alternative approach,

based on vi¡tual environment technology, for an eústing dome-

type trainer that is in actual use at the moment, and compare the

two. Although the VE-based procedures trainer is by no mearu a

frrlly functional replacement for the dome-based sysæm, it does

illustrate a number of poins where virtual envi¡onment

æchnology provides a viable solution.

5.1 The Dome-based Stinger Trainer
Essentially, Stinger is a man-portable, shoulder fired, infra-

red homing (heat-seeking) guided missile system. It is mainly

used to provide ai¡ defence to ground based combat troops

against high-speed, low-level, ground-attack ùcraft and

helicopters. The system is operational witl¡ the Royal

Netherlands Army, the RNAF, and the armed forces of many

other nations.

The Stinger Trainer with which the Netherlands Army is

equipped consists of a dome, 20 metres in diameter. The inner

wall of the dome seryes as a projection screen. Using a single

slide projector equipped with a fuh+ye projection lens, mounted

in the top of the dome, the screen can be filled with a

background landscape covering a fr¡ll 360 degrees. Two moving

video projectors, mounted on steerable arms, can project two
independent images of attacking ai¡craft or helicoptcrs on the

wall. Trainees must then try to counter the attack using simulated

Stinger missiles. The training prograrnme is conducted by

instructors, who can determine the scenarios and t¡ack the

progress of the trainees with the help of a workstation. Figure 4

sho\,vs a cut-away view of the dome-based system.

5.2 The Virtual Environment Stinger Trainer
The virtual environment Stinger Trainer was developed as

a demonstrator for a number of techniques used in building

virtual environment applications. The system was developed as

an application on top of Division Ltd's dVS virtual environment

operating system, a bæic virtual environment software

development and operating plaform, running on a number of
ha¡dware slstems14.

5.2.1 The Virtuat Environment Operating System

dVS provides a parallel process model and an object
oriented application prograîrmers interfac&. In order to reduce

the complexity of vi¡tual environment simulations, they are

decomposed into a number of high-level Objects, which typically

corespond directly with physically autonomous objects within
the simulated envi¡onment. In addition to a representation of
their geometry, each of these Objects possesses a number of
attributes, such as position, visual, audio, tactile, force, collision,

etc. which represent different Elements of the Object.
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Figure 4. The dome-based Stinger trainer

Elements ate handled by autonomous process-like

components called Actors. Tlpically, each Actor takes

responsibility for a different Element of the overall environmenl
e.g. a Visual Actor displays objects on a head-mounted display,

using the information of the Visual Elements. The Actors may

run in rue parallel on different processors, or several Actors may

n:n concurrently on the same processor. The Actors collaborate

i¡ the overall simulation by communicating with each other

through the services provided by the underlying Vtruat
Environment Operating System.

A number of standa¡d Actors comes with the dVS
package. Most important of these are: the VIZ Actor, which
provides stereo views of the Virtual Environment, utilising a

head-nacking devic€ to modiry the current viewing frustum, the

GLS actor which enables device.independent sensor reading and

the DIRECTOR Actor, which mediates the temporal coherence

of all Acto¡s and provides real-time collision detection.

Thus, standard Actors handle dedicated sensing, control
and actuating tasks, while running in parallel with each other and

the application specific Actors. This approach provides the

fledbility to expand the system or increase the complexity of the

simulation without compromising performance.

5.2.2 The Stinger Trainer application

The main parts of the application are the following:

. terrain model

. weapon model

. weapon mock-up

. target models

. target tracks

. application specific software (the Stinger Actor)

The tenain model was converted from an existing one that
was made with the MultiGen terrain database modelling

software. A simple filter program was written to convert the

MultiGen Flight format datato pAZ format, required by the dVS
rendering software.



For the weapon model, only the most essential parß of the

Stinger weapon round were taken into accounq i.e., missile-

round (launch-tube and missile), separable gnp stock,

battery/coolant unit and sight assembly (range ring and sight

aperture). Together, they provide a sufEciently detailed model

for use in a protogæe Stinger procedures trainer.

Due to the lack of tactile a¡¡d force feedback, a mock-up of

the weapon is necded to convey to the ParticiPant the ProPer

sense of actually handling the weapon. To this aim, a bare model,

consisting of a metal tube, wooden grip stock and plastic BCU

was made. The model allows the easy mounting of the 3D mouse

(a simple joystick-like device with several buttons and a general

position sensor attached to ít) used in our virnral envi¡onment

system. The various switches of the weapon, e.g., the safety and

actuator device, the uncaging switch, and the firing trigger, are

mimicked by the buttons on the 3D mouse. Although they do not

constitute an accurate rePresentation of the acfual w€aPon

switches, they were deemed sufficiently useñ¡l for this prototype.

Figure 5 shows the compleæ system, including the weapon

mock-up,

Target models for the VE-based trainer were readily

available from the daubase of the dome'based Stinger trainer.

From the several types ofaircraft. and helicopters in the database

a model of the Mig 25 was chosen for the demorst¡ator. This

was available in both 100- and 40O-polygon resolutions.

Ta¡get t¡acks were also obtained ftom an existing

simulation system, via a conversion filter' Tracks consist of a

sequence of general 4 by 4 matrices, describing the translation,

rotation and scaling used to achieve the correct positions and

attitudes of an attacking ai¡craft along its flight path. These

"absolute" positions and attitudes along the flight path were

sampled at a frequency of 2 Hz, intermediate positions and

attitudes being linearly interpolated between two absolute

tansformations.

For the application specific part of the software, a new

Actor was developed. This Actor is responsible for the

simulation of the weapon handting characteristics, the flight

cha¡acteristics of the missile, and target behaviour. Additionally,

some functionality was inctuded for a simple console interface,

which allows the selecúon of targets and t¡acks, detection of

weapon handling enors, etc.

The Stinger weaPon handling characteristics that ar€

simulaæd in our demonst¡ator mairily concern the target

acquisition and firing sequence, executed by the gunner. This

involves the pressing ofbuttons in the right sequence and at the

right times. Similar to the real weaPon, the gunner is assisted in

the ta¡get acçisition process by audio cues. Any enor in the

proper sequence prevents the weapon from being fi¡ed and is

reported on tbe console.

Once a correct firing sequencc has been oxecuted, the

missile leaves the launch tube and follows a course to the

intercept point witir the target. The simulated missile exhibia the

same behaviour as the real one, e.9., goes through the launch

phase, boost phase, and sustained flight phase. It changes course

if the target executes evasive action, as long as the target remains

wittrin the field of view of the missile's IR tracker. If the target is

hit, a simulaæd explosion is rendered on the display and an

appropriate audio cue is generated. Eventually a message is

displayed on lhe console, indicating whether the target has been

successfully hit, or missed.

The VE-based Stinger Trainer virtud environment can be

classified ¿rs a computer generated environment augmented with

hard elements in the form of the Stinger mock-up. The physically

modelled envi¡onment is effectively used to generat€ stimuli to

make the trainee experience the carrying of the Stinger.

5.3 Evaluation

As has been stated before, the VE-based Stinger Trainer by

no means is a ready replacement for the dome-based version, nor

was it meant to be. In addition to this, no formal evaluation of

the usability of the VE-based system has been undertaken to

date. However, several poins regarding differences between and

similarities of the two systems can already be addressed.

Figure 5. The VE-based Stinger trainer
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5.3.1 Simulation fidelity

The crucial element for a procedures trainer such as this is

the fidelity with which the weapon handling and fuing sequence

are experienced by the t¡ainee. Although we didn't model the

Stinger weapon very accurately, the fact that the correct target

acquisition and fuing procedures were, proved very convincing

to people with experience of both the real weaPon and the dome-

based tainer,

5.3.2 Visuals

The resolution of the head-mounted display is currently

one of the factors that limiß the usability of the VE-based

system. The rendering ha¡dware of our system is capable of

generating images at resolutions of uP to 748 by 48O pixels (for

each eye). However, the LCD technology used in the display

allows an effective spatial resolution of 320 by 240 pixels per

eye. In practice this means that incoming aircraft a¡e not visible

until they are as close as 1.5 km. For comparison we attached a

standard NTSC TV receiver to one of the display controllers. On

this screen, aircraft were easily visible at distances of 4 km, and

possibly even further away.

The tenain model used in the demonstrator is a very simple

one. It represents a hilly landscape of rougtrly 5 by 2 km, the hills

never extending a height of about 200 m. Although it is rendered

by merely flat shading, the lack of detail reportedly never

bothered the t¡ainees that used the system, who had to frtlly
concentrate on the air-defence exercise. The models of the

Stinger weapon and the ta¡get aircraft are Gouraud shaded,

which proved sufficient in the case of the weapon and a bit

overdone for the targets, since they are so poorly visible in the

HMD.

5.3.3 Development effort

The VE-based demonstrator was developed by 2 people in

two weeks. Development of the visual system for the dome-

based tainer took about 2 man-years. This doesn't include the

rest of the system, i.e., the dome, projection systems, instructor

console and sofhvare, etc. Although we would be the first to

admit that we are comparing development of a demonstrator

with that of a system for operational use, these figures do

indicaæ the potential benefits of the use of a standa¡d software

plaform, using standard development tools.

5.3.4 Possible short-term use of the VE-based system

Based on the experiences gained during development of the

demonstrator and after having it be tried-out by a number of

experienced users, we foresee two distinct possible uses for a

more firlly developed VE-based Stinger trainer. Firstly, such a

trainer could very well be used in the first stages of a Stinger

gunner tfaining programme. Because of the high development

and operational cost of the dome-based trainer, this could be

more effectively used for the education of more advanced

trainees who would have gained thei¡ first experience on a

simpler version such as the VE based system.

Secondly, the VE-based system would be an ideal portable

trainer for use in-the-field. This would eliminate the need to

transport people to the few (the Netherlands Army operates only

one dome-based trainer) fixed training siæs that are cunently

available.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this final section we will d¡aw conclusions, both

regarding the general appticability of virtual environment

technology for rainers and simulators, and from our experience

with the Stinger training demonstrator. Also, we will outline

some of the work that will be undertaken by TNO-FEL in the

near future.

In general we have become convinced that virtua1

environment technology offers many opportunities for new

generations of training and simulation systems' In particutar,

immersive and soft vi¡tual environments will c.ertainly provide a

good basis for more effective procedures trainers. On the other

hand, ñrlly immersive, soft virtual environments will probably

never be applicable in the case of fuIl-mission fiainers. A certain

amount of non-immersive, physically mediated environment will

always be required here. For basic principle trainers, vi¡tual

environment technology would be applicable if it were cheap

enough, but in the immediaæ future it looks like the benefits

would not ourweigh the costs.

After the development of the VE-based Stinger t¡ainer our

pretiminary conclusion is that the concept of using an immersive,

(almost) soft vi¡tual environment for a procedures trainer has

been proven. Furthermore, the use of commercial off-the-shelf

components has radically shortened the development time for the

prototype. A new application, a transPortable Stinger procedures

trainer, has become feasible with this approach. With the coming

conversion of part of the traditional defence forces, in Western

Europe at least, into rapid deployment forces for, e.9., peace-

keeping missions, the abiliry to keep up air-defence gunner

proficiency in the field would be a valuable and cost'effective

asset.

In the nea¡ future, research and development efforts by

TNO-FEL will proceed from those related to strictly visual

simulations to "rich" virtual environment simulations. Some of

the issues that we intend to pursue actively, are:

. achieve better and more realistic images using texture and

shadowing

. employ more complex physically correct simulation models

for, e.g., collision detection, dynamic behaviour ofobjects,

etc.
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. apply our own HPC pladormt5 to virtr¡al environment

simulation

. develop new sofh¡¡a¡e developmenttechniques and tools

for HPC comPuting

. investigate possibilities for tactile and force feedback

. research into new modelling primitives for real-time visual

simulation

. properly evaluate training effectiveness ofVE-based

tramers

Conuary to what the press sometimes wants us to believe'

virtualenvironmenttechnologyisnothingmagical,butrathera

synergy of various æchnologies that by themselves are already

known. Expertise on each of these technoloqies has been in

existence within the TNO organisation for a more or less longer

period of time. lily'e therefore exPect to be able to make

sigrrificant progress in applying virtual envi¡onment technology in

a number of defence and aerospace related a¡eas'
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